
Short-Range Outlook for North Carolina

A Weekend Temperature Drop
High temperatures will approach the 70s today 
through Saturday before a cold frontal passage on 
Sunday drops us back into the 50s, or more typical 
temperatures for this time of year. Another front on 
Monday night should reinforce this cooler pattern.

Few Signs of Rainfall
The approaching cold fronts will have little to no 
moisture, so rain chances will be a sprinkle at best 
on Sunday and Monday. Along with the ongoing dry 
weather, today will be breezy, with wind gusts of 20+ 
mph during the day, especially in the north and west.

Forecast Confidence

Models have come into 
better agreement about an 
unfortunately drier forecast 
through the middle of next 
week.Ve
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This infographic is based on forecast and outlook 
guidance from the National Weather Service.
For more information, visit www.weather.gov.
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Forecast Confidence

Thursday’s front should 
bring more moisture than 
others recently, so rain 
chances and amounts 
should be higher then.Ve
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Forecast Confidence

Ridging could weaken 
slightly by the final week of 
the month, but we’re still 
likely to remain warm and 
dry as we close out 2021.Ve
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        Week 1:
December 2 to 8, 2021

        Weeks 3-4: 
December 16 to 29, 2021

        Week 2: 
December 9 to 15, 2021

Warmer Again by Mid-Month
Jet stream ridging across the eastern US should put 
us back into an unseasonably warm pattern, with 
high temperatures well into the 60s and low 70s, or 
more than 10 degrees above normal. Expect mostly 
sunny weather except on a cloudy, rainy Thursday.

Starting With a Shot of Rain
Rain is finally in the forecast this week. Another cold 
front will move in by next Thursday morning, with 
totals of a half-inch or more across the state, and 
local amounts of more than an inch possible. After 
that, expect dry weather for the rest of the week.

A Warm End to the Year
Persistent ridging over the Southeast US should keep 
our temperatures above normal through the end of 
the month. With a strong polar vortex in place, Arctic 
air will remain well to our north, so any hopes for a 
holiday cool-down probably won’t pan out.

Dry Through Late December
The ridging pattern also favors reduced precipitation 
chances across the Southeast. After seeing few La 
Niña impacts last winter, this one is starting with its 
classic warm and dry weather in North Carolina, and 
few signs that pattern may break in the next month.


